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Introduction: Howardites are achondritic breccia from Vesta [1], and contain relatively abundant carbonaceous
chondrite clasts (C-clasts), which were likely added into Vesta from impacts into the regolith early in the solar system after the formation of Vesta [2]. These C-clasts represent an important additional resource of primitive meteoritic material. Previous studies showed that the C-clasts in howardites have affinities to C2 chondrites and are mainly
composed of fine-grained matrix material [2]. Fine-grained matrix, in fact, is the dominant host of presolar grains in
primitive chondrites. According to extensive in situ survey, the abundance of presolar SiC in matrix is quite similar
across primitive chondrite classes [3], while the abundance of presolar silicates varies widely among different classes, largely reflecting the degree of secondary processing experienced by the hosting matrix [4]. Information on the
abundances of presolar SiC and silicates in the C-clasts of howardites, therefore, can provide a stringent test to the
genetic affinities of these C-clasts to the fine-grained matrix in C2 chondrites inferred from their mineralogies.
Methods: We first obtained backscattered electron (BSE) and qualitative energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) images of a Kapoeta thin section with a total area of ~ 5 cm2 in a scanning electron microscope, based on which a large
number of micro C-clasts (~20 ×20 − ~100×100 µm) were identified. We then carried out NanoSIMS C and O ion
imaging measurements in four CR2-like [2] clasts. The measurements were made in semi-automated mode and involved rastering a ~1 pA Cs+ ion beam over 10 × 10 µm sized areas within larger (12 ×12 µm) areas presputtered to
remove the C coat. We followed the criteria for identifying presolar grains given in [5], and searched for presolar
grains using the L’Image software. The total area of the four C-clasts measured was 5,000 µm2.
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Fig. 1. (a) BSE image of Cclast 032-011 (outlined by
the red dashed line), and
(b) isotope image in deltanotation of a 10 × 10 µm
area in (a) that is highlighted by the yellow box. A
presolar C-rich grain (420
× 530 nm) stands out in
yellow in (b).
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